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Love Trickles. 
Ron Lane 
The breath of dying summer 
a lukewarm finger of early fall 
tickles the ear of the boy 
caresses the body of the frightened girl 
and he stares into the sun 
and she stares into the moon 
searching for sunset 
and the grey distant dawn. 
He is like a peg-legged sailor 
walking alone in a circular path 
one foot caught in a boardwalk crack 
with no beginning or end 
drinking freely of self indulgence 
chewing black bread lonliness 
sniffing half ounce doses of faith 
from a forty pound knapsack. 
It's so very easy 

not daring to seek companionship 

to simply fail 

knowing noone ever gives back 

when noone ever tries 

by showing they know what it means 

to care 

to love. 

Then one day, like the rising sun in a swamp 
the mist between them lifted 
and for years they stood in immobile amazement 
unwilling to believe in parallel existence. 
And for centuries they walked around each other 
stamping their feet in Oriental wrestling fashion 
ready at any moment to come crashing together 
in a mountain shaking explosion that would 
destroy them both. Finally when they were 
a lmos t overcome by gnawing hunger; they 
backed to opposite walls and sat hunched 
over cold fires, eating their respective rations. 
The little compassion they owned forced them 
to share their food. So they split it and tossed 
a share to the middle where each crept, 
one at a time. Cautiously nibbling, skeptically 
sipping. To their further amazement, the shared 
food was very similar to their own. And they 
found they could sustain each other. And as 
time passed a dependence grew between 
them and they drew close and walked side 
by side. 
And he~ being the bolder, dared 
speak first, asking her name. 
But in a voice softer than grey 
shadow she merely said, call 
me Woman. And he replied, 
call me Man. 
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